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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on mashup techniques as a solution for dynamic service composition in the Internet field. Existing mashups approaches provide simple means for efficient service interaction thanks to the use of asynchronous invocation schemes. However, the services are statically selected and wired to the mashups which significantly hinders the reusability. In addition, the asynchronous service invocations lead to fragmented mashup definitions obscuring the mashups’ tasks. In this work we propose a programming language framework, called Dymac, that supports the development of context-aware mashups with the abilities of abstracting web services by type, performing dynamic service selection based on the context of use, and supporting sequential task-driven composition. With this framework web services become easier to maintain, web service selection is dynamic so that it is more adapted to the environment and the composition process of mashups is sequential and task explicit.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is currently facing two evolutionary changes. In terms of software, the Internet has evolved from an information providing media to an interactive service platform, known as the Web 2.0. This platform enables the users to contribute with their own services to the Web, and more interestingly, to compose new services out of existing ones, called mashups. In terms of hardware, the computers connected to the Internet can now be integrated into everyday devices (such as mobile phones or home/office appliances), forming networks that dynamically change configuration as the users move about and the devices become (un)available. Software services in this setting are expected to react to such changes and adapt their behaviour accordingly. This dynamic condition entails a number of issues for today service composition techniques such as mashups, as they lack the appropriate support to deal with the effects of unreliable connections on the services. In these approaches, the unexpected disconnection of the devices hosting the services used in a mashup can lead to execution deadlocks, or in the best case, to exceptions. However, in the new hardware setting such disconnections can be just temporary, i.e. the devices can reconnect in a later point in time and resume the services [15]. Additionally, for the cases of permanent disconnections, the explicit reference to concrete services in mashup definitions prevent the disconnected services from being replaced with others providing the same functionality.

1.1 Event-driven Programming for Mashup Development
In this work, we investigate event-driven programming [14] as a programming model that can enable mashups to cope with the issues of dynamic networks described above. In event-driven programming, the interaction between the services, as well as the changes in their environment, are represented as events which are asynchronously exchanged and processed. Programs in this model are written in a reactive style, requiring the developers to perform some sort of continuation management to handle the events (e.g. callback functions, listener objects, etc.). An example of event-driven programming in the Web 2.0 are AJAX asynchronous requests [2]. Event-driven programming enables the mashup developers to manually deal with changes in the availability of the services at the program level. However, this model suffers from the problem of inversion of control [4]: the control flow of the programs is broken up according to non-blocking calls into several callbacks. Such fragmented control flow is particularly awkward for mashups as it obscures the tasks they accomplish.

To reconcile event-driven programs execution with the sequential task definition style required for mashups, we propose our ongoing work on an object-oriented programming language framework for dynamic mashups development, called Dymac. Dymac enables the mashups to become context-aware, i.e. to be able to dynamically adapt their tasks to the dynamics of the context of use, by promoting three design principles:

- To define mashups in terms of service types which group the services providing the same functionality, and generic functions that abstract away implementation details of the interaction with concrete services, making the task of the mashups more readable.

Although their original raison d’être is rather related to increasing responsiveness.
To dynamically select the services used in mashups based on context conditions such as service availability or user preferences.

To feature a sequential programming style while internally executing the programs in event-driven manner. This allows structuring the mashups in a way does not require to explicitly deal with continuation-passing schemes (like callbacks).

We illustrate the use of Dymac by presenting the development of a simple yet representative mashup in the prototypical implementation of this framework in our Lisp-based research language platform, called Lambic [13]. At the end of this paper, we discuss how the properties of Dymac can be reused in other mashup development approaches.

2. A CONTEXT-AWARE MASHUP

Consider the scenario in which a user wants to reach certain destination and needs to know where to take the public transport. The mashup defined for this case, called get-me-there, in this paper, requires the current user’s location to pass it as parameter to the public transport service and get the location and timetables of the nearby stops, which are finally displayed in a map of a map service. Figure 1 shows an implementation of this mashup using Dymac (the used syntax is further explained in Section 4):

```lisp
(defun get-me-there (destination)
  (let ((my-location (get-location location-service)))
    (if my-location
      (let ((stops (get-stops transport-service
                      from: my-location
                      to: destination)))
        (if stops
            (display-map map-service
                          center: my-location
                          markers: (list destination stops))))))))
```

Figure 1: Definition of the get-me-there mashup in Dymac.

In the above figure, the get-me-there mashup is represented as a function with the user’s destination as argument. Its body mainly consists of the invocations of the get-location, get-stops, and display-map functions. The services indicated as parameters in these functions (location-service, transport-service, and map-service) are not coupled to particular services but indicate the type of service that can handle such invocations. The parameters and return values of services of the same type are treated indistinctly. As such, the user’s location can, for instance, be obtained from a GeoIP web service (e.g. MaxMind [9]), or from a GPS service available in the user’s environment. The result of the invocation to either of these services is wrapped in a location object which can be passed as parameter to the get-stops and display-map functions.

The concrete services used in the get-me-there mashup are dynamically selected at execution time according to the user preferences and the services’ availability. For instance, in the case of the location service, the user may prefer the GPS service if the GPS is not available, the GeoIP service is invoked instead.

Finally, each of the invocations to the services in the get-me-there mashup is asynchronously processed. Still, no callbacks are required to handle the results. This is implicitly done by Dymac enabling the mashups to be defined using a standard sequential programming style.

In the remainder of this paper, we explain how each of these features are supported by Dymac.

3. THE DYMAC FRAMEWORK

To support the development of context-aware mashups, Dymac promotes three design principles: type-based service composition, dynamic service selection and sequential event-driven execution.

3.1 Type-based Service Composition

In Dymac, services providing the same functionality are grouped and classified with the same type. A type is a first-class entity (e.g. an object) that can be directly used in mashups, acting as generic handler for the requests to the services the type represents. Using types, mashups are less vulnerable to changes in the services’ availability. For this to work, all the services of a type, and the type itself, are provided with a similar interface. Then, the type and its services are structured in a way similar to the chain-of-responsibility pattern [1], where the type handles a request by successively delegating it to the services until the result is obtained. The parameters and return values of the functions are also abstracted away in types as a way to deal with the current diversity of data formats.

Mediating Functions

Type-based service composition also requires the definition of mediating functions\(^2\) which take care of converting the generic requests and values into concrete invocations and data used by the services. With this, we introduce a stratification in the definition of mashups, where concrete service invocations and data are handled in a different level than the one of the composition.

3.2 Dynamic Service Selection

In Dymac, the concrete services used by a mashup are selected according to its execution context. Thus far, this context is represented by the availability of the services and the user preferences. While the former is associated to the changes in the connection of the services’ hosting devices (as explained in Section 1), the latter determines the order in which the type’s generic handler invokes the member services.

Dealing with Disconnections

In Dymac, there are two ways to deal with service disconnections – at the discovery and communication levels – which are inherited from the Lambic language [13] and originally proposed in the AmbientTalk language [15]. At the level of

\(^2\)In a similar aim as the data mediation activity described by Maximilien et al in [8].
the discovery, Dymac provides a number of callbacks to specify actions upon the discovery, disconnection and reconnecting of services. Such callbacks are used to keep the types' list of available services up to date (by adding or removing services). At the level of the communication, Dymac relies on a time-based network failure handling mechanism. Invocations can be defined with a timeout that delimited the period of time to receive the response. This time interval is respected even if disconnections occur in between. A disconnection is considered permanent only after the timeout is reached, in which case an exception is raised. By default, Dymac handles timeout exceptions by delegating the invocation to next service in the list of a type.

**User-driven Service Ordering**

Dymac lets the mashup developers to determine the order of the services of a type by providing a priority algorithm for each function. By default, this algorithm is executed when services are added or removed, but also each time the algorithm is modified, enabling the priorities to be changed for particular invocations.

### 3.3 Sequential Event-driven Execution

Dymac features a sequential event-driven execution process based on the Lambic adaptation of the communicating event loops model for concurrency and distribution of AmbientTalk and E [11]. We briefly highlight the features of this adaptation that are relevant for Dymac and refer the reader to dedicated references [13] for further details.

**Asynchronous Remote Invocations and Return Values**

In Dymac, a function invocation is synchronously processed only if it occurs within the device that owns the requested service. Inter-device computations are possible by means of asynchronous remote invocations. The return values of such invocations are handled by means of *futures* (also known as *promises* [7]). A future is an object created at the device from where the remote service is invoked, acting as placeholder for the result of the invocation. Once the return value is computed, it is communicated to the future; the future is then said to be resolved with the value. Originally this asynchronous communication scheme uses a reactive programming style, with explicit callbacks in the programs to express actions that depend on the results received by the futures. However, in Dymac we have extended this model to combine event-driven execution with a sequential programming style. For the sake of space and focus, in this paper we only explain the extension that concerns the invocation of web services.

**The Sequential Event-driven Execution Process**

The sequential event-driven execution process of Dymac relies on two principles: every invocation returns a future as result and every invocation can receive futures as parameters. The future returned by an invocation is implicitly handled which means that function definitions can be oblivious to it. The use of futures as parameters of an invocation causes the creation of an observer (also a future) that is notified when all the parameter futures are resolved with a value. Then, the futures are replaced with the values and the invocation is executed. Finally, the result of the execution resolves the future created for the invocation. No threads are blocked or created during this process, execution is entirely event-driven, where “events” are either incoming remote invocations or replies to earlier invocations containing the results for unresolved futures.

For web service invocations, we define a `send` operation that performs an AJAX asynchronous request and returns a future which is resolved with the result of the AJAX request. Therefore, web service invocations can be seamlessly integrated to the sequential event-driven execution process described above.

### 4. BUILDING CONTEXT-AWARE MASHUPS IN DYMAC

We now briefly discuss some details of the current implementation of the Dymac framework Lambic. Lambic is an extension to the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS). In CLOS, object-oriented programs are written in terms of function invocations rather than messages exchanged between objects (like in Java). Yet, both approaches result in the invocation of a method (or a chain of methods indicated in class inheritance relationships). For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we assume that the first argument of a function corresponds to the receiver of the invocation.

In this implementation, we use the Hunchentoot [16] Common Lisp web server as our mashup server. Thus far, Dymac supports the interaction with web services only using REST APIs. In this section, we illustrate the use of Dymac by building incrementally one of the functions used in the `get-me-there` mashup introduced in Figure 1. In its current version, this mashup combines the services of the MaxMind [9] GeoIP service, a prototypical version of a public transport service developed at our lab, and Google Maps [3].

#### 4.1 Building a Function

The first step a developer should do in order to add a new functionality to the Dymac framework is to define the a service type (if it is not already defined) and the corresponding function. For instance, the code below shows a simplified version of the implementation of the `get-location` function for the `location-service` type, used in the `get-me-there` mashup.

```lisp
(defun get-location (this)
  (let ((result (try-catch (get-location service)
               (timeout-exception () nil))))
    (if result
        (return result))
)
```

**Figure 2: Definition of the get-location function for the location-service type.**

This code shows the definition of the `location-service` type as a class (with the Dymac `service` class as superclass),
and the `get-location` function as a method specialised on the `location-service` class. This method iterates over the services of the type invoking `get-location` on each service. This invocation is put inside a `try-catch` expression so that timeout exceptions thrown by the time-based network failure handling mechanism (described in Section 3.2) can be captured. In this example we assume a standard timeout stored in a global variable.

The structure of the body of the methods defined for service types is likely to be the same in all the cases (only varying in the method they invoke), and as such it can be automatically generated.

### 4.2 Defining the Proxy to the GeoIP service

Once the function is defined at the service type level, the next step is to add the concrete services and their mediating functions. In cases like web services, this also means to define proxies at the mashup server. The code below shows an implementation of the proxy to the GeoIP web service.

```lisp
(defun proxy-to-geoiip-service (service)
  (let* ((cached-locations (make-hash-table))
         (cached-locations initial-value: (make-hash-table)
         (getter: get-cached-locations)))
    (original-method
      (defmethod get-location ((this geoip-proxy))
        (send ...
          complete AJAX request ...)))
      ; ARROUND METHOD
      (defmethod get-location :around ((this geoip-proxy))
        (let ((location (get (get-cached-locations this)
                  (system-ip))))
          (if (not location)
              (begin
                (setq location (call-next-method)))
              (put (get-cached-locations this)
                  (system-ip location))))
      ; ADDING GEOIP PROXY TO SERVICE TYPE
      (let ((geoip-proxy (make-instance 'geoip-proxy)))
        (add-service location-service geoip-proxy)))))
```

Figure 3: Definition the proxy for a GeoIP service.

In this implementation we enable the GeoIP proxy to cache geolocations to reduce the number of requests to the GeoIP web service. The service is accessed only if the there is no cached geolocation that corresponds to the requested IP. Note that in this case the location can either be obtained remotely (using an asynchronous AJAX request) or locally (using a standard synchronous access to the cache). While this can be particularly challenging for languages featuring different models for local and remote interactions, as it may lead to inconsistencies (e.g., if the wrong communication model is used), the implementation of this case in Dymac does not represent any special hazard. We include the caching functionality inside a (standard Common Lisp) `let` that the `this` (receiver) argument be of class `location-service`.

around method for `get-location`. The `:around` annotation in the second definition ensures that this method is executed before the original `get-location` method presented in the previous example. In this definition, the geolocation is first looked up in the cache of the GeoIP proxy (represented by the hash table stored in the `cached-locations` field of the `geoip-proxy` class). Only if this location is not found, the original `get-location` method is invoked by means of the Common Lisp `call-next-method` function (which corresponds to a super call).

### 5. Discussion and related work

In this paper, we identify a number of issues for today mashup techniques caused by the new hardware phenomena. Although existing approaches present simple means to compose services, they lack the support to enable the mashups to properly react to changes in their environment (such as permanent or transient disconnections). We then introduce our ongoing work, called Dymac, which supports the development of context-aware mashups by providing type-based service composition, dynamic service selection and sequential event-driven execution. Currently, there are several programming language frameworks that acknowledge the effects of dynamic environments on mashups (like HOP [12], Orc [5], Flapjax [10] and Ubiquity[6]). However, none of these approaches feature the three properties proposed in Dymac: Still, a further study of the state of the art for dynamic mashup development is an important part of our present work.

Ubiquity[6] is a javascript-based add-on in Firefox that takes the browser as platform of dynamic mashups which are invoked by means of natural-language commands. Ubiquity lets the users dynamically determine the place (a web page) where the result of the mashup is presented. However, it still requires for the mashup definitions to make references to concrete services. HOP [12] is a programming language for building dynamic web services which also provides an abstraction layer for service invocation. Requests to web services are possible using the `with-hop` construct and the result is handled inside a lambda that acts as callback. Orc [5] is a programming language with explicit support for service orchestration. The mashup definition in this language is simple as the invocations are abstracted and represented by keywords, and service composition is specified with a small set of combinators. Flapjax [10] is a programming language that proposes a unified event-driven programming style for local and remote computations. Callbacks are avoided by adopting a functional reactive programming model based on data flows. This model also helps to achieve a separation of concerns as the one promoted by Dymac.
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